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Welcome
Welcome to the summer season here at Yaringa. How
good it feels to have the freedom to be out and about
and re-engage with our passion for boating. We’re
delighted to see so much activity back at the harbour!
Our precinct improvements continue, with some
of the recent projects including the installment of
new toilet and shower facilities for your comfort and
the resurfacing and new layout of the storage and
hardstand yard - making a more efficient and safe
workspace to care for your boats.
We have also been working on opening up harbour
views across to the natural bushland that makes
Yaringa so special. Plus a thorough clean up, invasive
weed removal and native revegetation of the
precinct’s northern boundary. It will be an ongoing
priority to support our unique natural environment
here, especially as it fringes significant conservation
areas and also adjoins the marine park breeding
ground that is essential to many local species of fish
and sealife.
Two other significant and ongoing projects are the
upgrade of our marina docks and walkways and
the plans to dredge the Yaringa channel so that it
conforms to Australian Standards. These two projects
are well advanced with the new docks starting to
arrive at Yaringa. The docks will be installed after the
peak of summer has passed so as not to interrupt the
boating season. With regards to the dredging project,
the consultancy and preparation is ongoing.

Cptn Jack’s Summer Magic
How great it is to finally welcome longer sunshiny days
and warm summer nights…. the sheer joy of being
able to get out into the world to spend quality time
with family, friends and lovers!
We welcome you all to Cptn Jack’s, to enjoy our
delicious share-style menu while you take in the view
across the working harbour out to the mangroves and
the seas of Western Port.
Our head chef, Dave Cafarella, is continuing to make
new connections with dedicated local producers, to
inspire our evolving menu as it changes in tune with
with the seasons.
This summer you can dine in, feast on the views from
the newly refurbished deck or kick back on Jack’s
Green, our new licensed outdoor space, offering a
fantastic place for a relaxed family gathering with
outdoor games, refreshing beverages and Jack’s
famous fish and chips.
Come one, come all, sit by the sea and enjoy all that
Cptn Jack’s has to offer.

The recent wild storms that ravaged our state did
affect Yaringa, with the loss of sheds, some roofing
and a few trees. We’ve taken this as an opportunity to
replace and upgrade some of our current storage shed
facilities a little earlier than expected.
The introduction of the myMarina app for our trailer
boat customers is proving a welcome shift, putting
launch bookings at your fingertips. The app is fully
integrated with our Marina Master software, which
streamlines the booking process for customers
and makes the on-ground management of vessel
movement highly efficient. We encourage our trailer
boat owners to use the app, so if you haven’t yet tried
it or are in any way unsure of how to use it, please
give us a call at the office or drop in and our staff will
happily guide you through.
On behalf of all of our Yaringa team, we wish you a
wonderful summer. Being our busiest time of the year,
we ask everyone to take a little extra care both on and
off the water. Remember to do your safety checks
before heading out in your vessel and be mindful
of additional traffic and pedestrians in the harbour
precinct, so that we can all enjoy another safe and
happy season together.
Sincerely,

Marc Aliotti
General Manager
T: 03 5977 4154 | M: 0408 655 288
marc@yaringa.com.au

Whopper Snapper Action!
SUMMER SUNDAY SESSIONS, from 12pm
Every Sunday through summer, head down to Jack’s
to be lulled by talented musos playing great tunes
all afternoon, served up with a side dish of delicious
food, drink and spectacular waterfront views.

PRIVATE EVENTS, you tell us when!
We have the perfect setting for an event to remember,
big or small. Water views, a deck in the sun, beautifully
styled interior, lush outdoor space, stunning food and
a drinks list that Jack himself would travel the world for.
Get it touch to book your next celebration!

Follow @cptnjacks on Instagram & Facebook
or see cptnjacks.com.au for all the latest
news & updates!

Well done to all Yaringa Fishing Club members who
entered the Annual Snapper Competition recently at
Yaringa Boat Harbour. It was great to be back out in
the water after such a topsy turvy year of fishing.
Some great were fish caught with Juniors stealing the
show, showing up a lot of the parents!!
The weather was pretty ordinary for most parts of the
comp. I think the snapper are also in lockdown proving
to be challenging to catch at the moment. Well done
to all those who managed to catch a fish.
Many prizes were up for grabs. A big thank you to
Yaringa Boat Harbour for their $500 contribution.
At the end of a busy tournament, it was very tight
at the top of the leader board with a mere 20 grams
separating 1st and 2nd.
Warren Carter
Yaringa Fishing Club

OPEN PRIZE WINNERS
1st Warren Carter 5.550kg
2nd Vu Vo 5.530kg
3rd Richie Gsterin 5.310kg

JUNIOR PRIZE WINNERS
1st Stelios Makarios 4.690kg
2nd Tyler Metheral 2.940kg
3rd Emannuell 2.550kg

The Hart Marine team
doing their best work:
A full refit of Allegro,
Warick 66. New paint
work, new teak decks
and new deck gear - all
completed a few hundred
metres from the water,
onsite at the new
Hart Marine factory,
Yaringa Boatworks.

A Harbour
with Hart
Under the new ownership and guidance of Mal Hart,
Yaringa Boat Harbour is on the move. A pretty special
vision is evolving to make a new kind of harbour
here - one that not only offers the best in premium
boatcare services to boatlovers across Australia,
but more importantly, one that draws together a
fantastic community of dynamic, passionate, likeminded people to do something truly exciting for
the Mornington Peninsula and the broader Victorian
marine industry.
Mal is a man who believes that passion is life, and
life is for ‘taking in on’ (whatever the challenge may
be). He grew up in Crib Point, with a harbourmaster
for a father and after a slightly rogue career in our
education system, Mal took a chance on a boat
building apprenticeship - and he never looked back.
Since then, he and his highly dedicated team of staff,
cultivated over many years of hard work together,
have driven Hart Marine to extreme international
success. All through this simple philosophy of working
hard and playing hard - living life by your passion that you get out what you put in. This is the kind of
thinking we now honour and uphold at Yaringa.
In 2022, Hart Marine will make the complete move to
Yaringa Boat Harbour to become our anchor tenant,
bringing with it the power of world class pilot boat
building, a dynamic and inspiring team culture and the
experience of doing business with the most advanced
marinas across the globe.

Our partnership with Hart Marine will mean an
extreme injection of on the ground expertise, plus the
latest equipment required to handle boats of all sizes
and the financial stability to bring our Yaringa vision
to life.
Already, Hart Marine have sponsored the purchase
of a new ASCOM Travel Lift and a Hydraulic Trailer,
which together open Yaringa’s doors to vessels up to
75 tonnes and 10 metres wide. This new equipment
gives Hart Marine the immediate capability to work
freely with bigger, heavier boats - to lift, work, launch,
sea trial and re-lift boats to make any necessary
adjustments. And this is just the start.

Yaringa’s Coastal
Restoration Project

There is nothing more exciting for Yaringa than this
perfect match parthership. Hart Marine has the
technology, know how and no-limits attitude to
stand at the forefront of the marine industry - and to
take Yaringa forward to becoming one of Australia’s
leading marine precincts.

Since the purchase of Yaringa Boat Harbour, we have
been committed to learning about and supporting
the significant natural environment that makes our
harbour so unique. As part of that commitment, we
have begun an ongoing project on invasive weed
removal and regeneration across the harbour precinct.

Together we see Yaringa becoming an inspiring
place for high quality education and training in
marine services trades, a place that supports local
employment, mentoring of small business and
ultimately a picturesque drawcard for bringing goodhearted people together to go hard at life and enjoy
the best it has to offer.

Working with a rejuvenation plan from specialist
consultant Kylie Robertson of ‘Seeds’, we have
sourced indigenous plants from Conservation
Collective and engaged the Colin Hyett Design
gardening team to plant.

We welcome new members and interested businesses
who align with our evolving culture and we look
forward to an exciting journey together, working
toward this bold new look for Yaringa Boat Harbour.

Our most recent project was to tackle a large amount
of the invasive weed, Sallow Wattle, that had imposed
itself along the northern revetment wall.
With its recent removal comes an amazing natural
expansive view and the opportunity for our newly
planted indigenous Prickly Spear grass to flourish.

Yaringa Community News
Yaringa Community, you are what makes this place
so special. For those of you that I have not met yet,
my name is Paul Thompson. I was born and raised
on the Mornington Peninsula and live with my family
in Shoreham where we enjoy the surf, beaches and
everything Westernport has to offer.
I arrived at the bustling Yaringa Boat Harbour in
May this year. COVID, and the many lockdowns and
disruptions we have all endured, allowed me to slowly
slot into the frame here. Still, many of you have already
introduced yourselves and told me of your stories that
have come from this place - which I love.
A large part of my role here is to take care of
the fantastic Yaringa community and to look for
opportunities to enhance your Yaringa experience.
I am amazed daily at what happens here. Seeing boats
sail out into Westernport, watching with interest as
each of you work on your pride and joy, learning from
the experts who have their various marine businesses
based here, and most importantly, feeling a part of
this place and its culture.

The Story of ‘Jane’
Jane was originally built between 1910 and 1913.
Chris can remember spending every weekend
working on this beloved boat with Tim Phillips down
at The Wooden Boat Shop in Sorrento. The vessel
is named after Chris’ late wife, Jane, and the
inspiration of the vibrant green colour comes from
Jane’s uncle’s boat.
The stunning sailboat features a beautiful untouched
wooden deck and an old bell with a handmade rope
that was gifted to Chris when Jane was launched.

Jane has so many beautiful hand crafted instruments
and detail. The interior was dreamed up and designed
by Chris’ own son Rodney, who is an architect.
The galley features a special chopping board with an
inscription of Jane’s signature, also featured on the
rear the boat, and a diesel-powered oven that has
produced some great roasts in it’s time!
All the dials and controls that sit next to the
custom-made steering wheel are cleverly hidden
and the design ensures both functionality and space.
When you descend into the sleeping quarters, there’s
a library, wood fire stove and honeymoon suite.
Chris has had his boat on the hardstand here at
Yaringa Boat Harbour for 6 months to varnish, retouch
and anti-foul in time for the warmer months. It’s Chris’
second time here at Yaringa and he says he loves the
natural surrounds that Yaringa Boat Harbour offers.
Chris says “The Yaringa staff are so friendly and
helpful. I’m very happy when I am here.”
We are truly grateful to have had the opportunity to
be shown all Chris’ hard work and humbled to have
had the beautiful story behind ‘Jane’ shared with us.

Thank you Chris.

Come Sail with Us!
Did you know that Yaringa Boat Harbour has its own
social Sailing in Company group?
It’s called ‘The Yaringa-Warneet Sailing in Company
Group’ and consists mostly of yachts kept at Yaringa,
plus a few yachts kept at Warneet, and has been
operating out of Yaringa for the past 18 years. We are
all sailors that enjoy social cruising around the waters
of Western Port.

Various works underway here at the harbour have
meant that I am currently working on developing a
network of close and respectful relationships with
all sorts of organisations. For example, did you know
about the Yaringa Walking Trail?

Some of our recent events (prior to lockdown) have
included sailing to Warneet Motor Yacht Club for
both BBQ lunches and for overnight stays, sailing to
Hastings Yacht club for a BBQ lunch and an
overnight stay.

Recently, we have uncovered a special trail that runs
through incredible coastal bushland to the north of
Yaringa. For this project we have connected with
The Mornington Peninsula Shire, The Department of
Environment Land Water and Planning, Parks Victoria,
and the Bunurong Land Council. Each of the above
offered guidance and advice as we worked to restore
the trail, to make sure it will be looked after and
enjoyed for years to come.

We also ran some overnight cruises to Rhyll, rafting
up on the pontoon with a happy hour on the boats,
followed by a fish dinner at Tides restaurant and many
Wednesday Wonders - midweek short day sails to
places like Chickory Lane, rafting up for our lunch stop
and sailing to Sandy Point for an on shore picnic.

The entrance to the walk is just behind Cptn Jack’s,
where we have built some new steps to ensure safe
access. The connecting coastal bushland and marine
park is full of amazing native flora and fauna. Watch
out for native orchids, little wallabies and the resident
sea eagle. Also, as the days get warmer be aware of
our slippery friends who have been spotted along
the way.
We will be officially opening the ‘Yaringa Trail’ early
in the New Year with our friends from the Bunurong
Land Council - however it is accessible now for you
to enjoy.
Yes, we have a thriving boating community along
with all the services on hand to support your passion.
But we also have a rather exciting evolving precinct
to explore. We’re looking forward to a great summer
period and welcome one and all to head down, take a
look around and say hello! I’d love to meet you.

Paul Thompson

We love to welcome newcomers so please get in
touch if you would like to join us! For membership
information, fees and upcoming sailing dates:
Contact Roy McCartney - roymccart@gmail.com

Wazza’s Fishing Tips
Warren Carter, who is a gun fisherman based
here at Yaringa Boat Harbour, was good enough
to sit down with us to discuss (even disclose) a
few fishing tips!! We had a chat about what we
could we look forward to in the coming months
being December, January, and February.

Snapper?
This season has been pretty hard for everybody
with COVID thrown on top of everything else.
The Snapper have been a bit tricky to land
this year. There were some good fish early in
the season, however now we’re seeing a lot of
smaller fish. Water temperatures and the rain
have played havoc, so we haven’t seen the
numbers that we would usually see. I guess
moving forward I think the season’s a little bit
late. We should still see Snapper around for
the month of December as the water continues
to warm up. Generally, by about 15th January,
Snapper will be dead. Finished. Gone! Unless
you’re chasing Pinkies. There’s always an
abundance of pinkies out there, to the point that
become a problem when you’re trying to chase
Whiting which we are going to see moving
forward from now.

Any tips for members for the Snapper?
Location wise, anywhere between Lysaght’s,
Crawfish Rock, going back towards Hastings, off
what we refer to as the ‘green sheds’. Anywhere
in that 14 to 16 meters of water is always going
to be worthy of producing fish at least for the
next few weeks. I’d be looking at going out with
the tides on sunrise or sunset. Fish those tides
two hours on either side and that’s your window.
Don’t complicate it! And make sure you have
fresh bait! Trevally, Yackas even the fresh squid.
Those are the ones that will produce fish.

Yaringa Boat Harbour is a proud member
of the following organisations:

What about Whiting?
Whiting will follow through until around the month
of April, and even now they are coming through
in good numbers. When you’ve got really big
tides you want to try to fish that shallower water.
Get up on the Quail Bank, Tyabb Bank or even
Middle Spit. There’s a number of those places
with shallow water, say less than 8m. Pippies are
probably my preferred bait for the Whiting. You
can also tip the hook with squid or muscles.

And Gummy Shark?
What you need to be looking for is shallower
banks running off into deeper parts of the channel.
Basically, you want to find reef meeting mud. Then
you want to find the contour from the tide flow
where it drops off from around 8m to 12m. These
become the highways for the gummy to cruise.
That’s where you need to sit, look for the drop offs.
The next few months will still be great at this the
top end of the bay, however as we really heat up
into February, this is when it will be better to head
to the Westernport entrance.

Anything else Warren?
Not really, just get out there. And use fresh bait.
Can I also say how happy I am to be here at
Yaringa? I just love it here. We are very lucky to
have this sort of facility and fishing quality so close
to home. My favourite thing about this place is
how I can come and go whenever I like. No traffic,
no boat ramp hassles. I just turn up, boat’s got
fuel, turn the key and away I go.

Thanks Warren.

